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INTRODUCTION
The 1940s witnessed the birth of the American teenager as a standalone
consumer demographic, representing just one of many social, economic, and political
changes sparked by the Second World War. The word “teenager,” for example, first
appeared in The New York Times on October 18, 1942 in an article that discussed the
sale of war stamps to adolescent girls in front of Saks Fifth Avenue.1 It should not be
surprising that one of the earliest printed references to the American teenager framed
the purchase of clothing as a form of civic participation. The “Consumer Republic,” as
Lizabeth Cohen has termed it, of the immediate postwar period encouraged a new form
of economic participation driven by patriotism.2 A contemporary handbook for young
brides-to-be put it quite clearly: when you purchase “the dozens of things you never
bought or even thought of before, you are helping build greater security for the
industries of this country . . . What you buy and how you buy it is very vital in your new
life — and to our whole American way of living.”3 This type of targeted messaging
directed towards women preceded married life, as it became increasingly apparent that
teenage girls held newfound purchasing power and financial independence in the
wartime labor market. Access to durable goods such as cars and kitchen appliances was
restricted, so young women were encouraged to spend their money on non-essential
products — mainly clothing.

1

Ascertained by searching The New York Times’ online archive for earliest references to both “teenager”
and “teen-ager.” “Tricks Bring Crowd to Buy War Stamps” The New York Times, October 18, 1942, 5.
2
Lizabeth Cohen, A Consumers' Republic The Politics of Mass Consumption in Postwar America (New
York: Random House/Bertelsmann, 2004).
3
Quote cited in ibid, 119.
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A 1944 article for LIFE posited (rather condescendingly) that teenage girls were
inherently, if not biologically, impressionable to commercial influence since “there is a
time in the life of every American girl when the most important thing in the world is to
be one of a crowd of other girls and to act and speak and dress exactly as they do.”4 For
the fashion media industry, the question of how to tap into this teenage consciousness
was one of clear financial urgency following the success of Seventeen, the first dedicated
periodical for girls ages 13-21. When the magazine launched in September 1944, it sold
out the entirety of its print run in just six days (approximately 400,000 copies). By
February 1947, the magazine’s circulation reached one million, and in July 1949
Seventeen surpassed two and a half million readers.5
In response to this momentous commercial success, Hearst launched Junior
Bazaar in the fall of 1945 as a competitor. As early as 1940 Harper’s Bazaar ran a short
subsection dedicated to “junior” fashion; the new standalone magazine represented an
expansion of this feature in name only and premiered with an entirely new identity from
its parent publication, celebrated for its refinement and elegance. Announcing its
departure from imitative or cookie-cutter formulations of the American teen, the new
magazine boldly summed up its vision of postwar girlhood, as such:
Feminine Beauty is only observable in the girl in action: the way one girl flings
her arms when she is impatient, the way another hesitates over her words when
she is thoughtful, the way still another dances or pecks at her typewriter or
shields her eyes for the sun...This network of dynamic relationships between
face, figure, culture, background, glandular activity, state of physical and
emotional health, personal idiosyncrasy and goodness knows what else — the
total pattern of responsiveness of a living girl to the world and all that’s in it —
this is where beauty is to be found.6

4

"Teen-Age Girls: They Live in A Wonderful World of Their Own," LIFE, December 11, 1944, 91-99.
Kelly Schrum, Some Wore Bobby Socks (New York: Palgrave Macmillan US, 2004), 2.
6
S.I. Hayakawa, “What Every Young Man Should Know,” Junior Bazaar, November 1945, 89.
5
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To illustrate this “network of dynamic relationships,” Junior Bazaar employed a
distinctly modern visual language, which encouraged the creative integration of
photography, text, and graphic design. Under the supervision of art director Lillian
Bassman and an almost exclusively female staff, the magazine featured a variety of
aesthetic devices — such as photomontage, asymmetrical layouts, the selective use of
color, and playful placement of graphic forms — in efforts to distinguish itself from
other publications on the market and construct a visual space specific to its teenage
readers. Bassman’s unconventional stewardship of Junior Bazaar made space for an
up-and-coming set of photographers, including Richard Avedon, Robert Frank, Diane
Arbus, Louis Faurer, and other members of what Jane Livingston termed as “the New
York School.”7 Despite the fact that Junior Bazaar was only in print between 1945 and
1948, it arguably helped set the stage for the creative revolution in American
photography and design that would come to define the following decade.
The magazine’s unusual working environment was documented by Nina Leen on
assignment for LIFE (Figure 1). The published article describes the launch of the teen
magazine as “being prepared for publication in a spirit of lighthearted chaos,” outlining
an “editorial routine that borders on fantastic.”8 Layouts are strewn haphazardly across
the floor of the office. Two of the magazine’s fashion editors, Pat Cornwell and Ann
Wade, are shown working with a model out of a cramped closet overflowing with gloves.
Scissors, glue, and other crafting material appear readily within the space. Richard
Avedon, just shy of 23, is shown raiding the fridge with cover model Fifi Wheeler, whose
oversized dress is pinned back with clothespins stretching the length of her spine. Not a
7

Jane Livingston, The New York School: Photographs, 1936-1963 (New York: Stewart, Tabori & Chang,
1992).
8
"Teen-Age Magazine" LIFE, October 29, 1945, 77.
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single person pictured by Leen is over thirty; the article explicitly reports that the
median age of a Junior Bazaar staffer is just 21 years old.9
The youthful character of the magazine’s contributors was strategic and allowed
the publication to be produced from the perspective of its young consumers. As stated
plainly, “Junior Bazaar’s young editors are very much in tune with their young readers
partly because they are indistinguishable from them.”10 The magazine embodied this
aspect of its identity quite literally. For example, one of the magazine’s junior art
directors, Kitty Higgins, appears on the cover of the second issue (Figure 2). In contrast
to the prim-and-proper cover models of Vogue, Seventeen, and Redbook, Higgins is
depicted rather informally with unkempt bangs and a nondescript black t-shirt (Figure
3). Even more unusual, the photograph is printed under a green-colored overlay, with a
candy-red apple superimposed atop the designer’s smile. Beyond these graphic
interventions, this portrait is remarkably similar to snapshots of Higgins at the office
taken by Leen, down to the designer’s uncomplicated attire and limited makeup (Figure
4). One can just imagine Higgins moving freely between the art department and photo
studio all within a day's work at the magazine.
Junior Bazaar’s fluid internal structure was critical in creating space for young
photographers and designers to experiment. As Bassman remarked retrospectively,
“Since it was a young magazine, we gathered around a group of the young
photographers who had not had much opportunities at the Bazaar, but were budding.
This is not how the Bazaar worked. The Bazaar didn’t incorporate the photographers in
the editorial meetings; they were given assignments. But we made a little nucleus of

9

Ibid, 77.
Ibid, 80.
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young people.”11 In establishing a certain level of trust among her young staff, Bassman
created an atmosphere that allowed her to take great liberty with the magazine’s
photographs, which she viewed as raw material ripe for graphic manipulation. This
collaborative approach is clearly visible on the pages, characterized by the robust and
interdependent combination of photo, graphic form, and text.
The extent to which this strategy worked to attract readers is questionable; the
magazine folded after just two and a half years on the marketplace. Economically
speaking, it may have even led to Junior Bazaar’s downfall, as Bassman’s more
expressive approach to graphic design distracted from the magazine’s instructive
mission. The art director herself speculated that Seventeen was ultimately more
successful because it “dealt more realistically with teenage problems.”12 Junior Bazaar,
on the other hand, was more concerned with the transformative power of fashion and
utilized modern aesthetic strategies to reinvent everyday consumer goods. At its more
radical points, the experimental art direction of Junior Bazaar suggested something of
the teenage girl’s liberation from the traditional constraints that accompany capitalism.
These interventions, which included graphic overlays, photomontage, and drastic
alterations to the photographic image, challenged Junior Bazaar’s mandate to sell such
products, as they often obscured the clear delivery of the layout’s commercial
information. Seventeen, on the other hand, made this content highly visible, printing
captions at a larger scale than Junior Bazaar and often separating the text into discrete
boxes.

11
12

Aris Sherin, “Style Book.” Print (March/April 2006): 52.
Ibid, 45.
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In the age of the “Consumer Republic,” Junior Bazaar represents a bold
divergence from contemporary formulations of the teenage shopper. The magazine’s
visual and literary sophistication afforded readers with an alternative path for
commercial ideation, one that emphasized a type of individual and idiosyncratic choice
ultimately at odds with the demands of the market. My revaluation will spotlight the
political ramifications of such visual imaginings and how Junior Bazaar resonated
within the wider postwar media landscape.
There is no archive of editorial documents related to the magazine, making
research on Junior Bazaar particularly difficult. This is a common problem in the field
of periodical studies and requires a methodology that emphasizes the establishment of
visual patterns and connections, versus written or archival evidence. The majority of my
work was conducted in consultation with the Richard Avedon Foundation’s library of
Junior Bazaar.13 Whereas the entirety of Harper’s Bazaar has been digitized, only eight
institutions in the United States hold copies of Junior Bazaar, and these collections are
largely incomplete. The Avedon Foundation is the only organization in New York with
access to Junior Bazaar’s complete run. During his lifetime the photographer purchased
bound volumes of the magazine, marking the inside cover of each compendium with his
distinctly large “Avedon” signature. For the last five years the Foundation has also made
it a mission to purchase loose issues of the magazine when available.14 Materially
speaking, both the bound volumes and loose issues are quite fragile and show normal
amounts of wear and tear for their age. In the Fall of 2018 I photographed the cover,

13

Between May 2019-June 2020 I was employed as an archivist at the Foundation and worked there
part-time, in addition to my studies at Hunter. All of my research on Junior Bazaar was conducted outside
of my employment on personal hours.
14
Typically, issues are bought on eBay and priced between $50-500 depending on the issue’s condition.
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table of contents, editorial material, and any advertisement deemed relevant in each
issue to create a digital archive for my reference and to avoid further damage to the
collection. I have primarily relied on this set of personal images during the writing of
this thesis.
The importance of digital archives in periodical studies cannot be
overemphasized, and I consistently relied on online resources including ProQuest,
Newspapers.com, Google Books, Archive.org, HathiTrust, and the International
Advertising & Design Database throughout my research process. As Sean Latham and
Robert Scholes wrote in their essay on the emergence of periodicals studies, the
accessibility of digital archives and the ease at which Optical Character Recognition
allows one to find specific information has allowed us to “see [magazines] not as
resources to be disaggregated into their individual components but as texts requiring
new methodologies and new types of collaborative investigation.”15
My methodology draws from studies in magazine culture and fashion
photography across disciplines but is grounded in the work of art historians. While the
visual elements of Junior Bazaar are my primary focus, I am reading the magazine as
an archive of independent texts, images, and advertisements. I use “archive” rather than
“compendium” or “aggregation” because I believe this shared printed context deeply
informs how we navigate the magazine, physically and visually. Sally Stein wrote in her
1989 study of Ladies Home Journal that, "the magazine invites us to pick and choose, to
move backwards as well as forwards, in a way that suggests that we not only will the
process to continue by physically turning the page, but that we also “freely” negotiate a

15

Sean Latham and Robert Scholes, “The Rise of Periodical Studies,” PMLA Vol. 121, No. 2 (March
2006): 517.
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“personal” path through the magazine labyrinth.”16 This type of reading experience is
quite liberal in comparison to that provided by books, and resonates deeply with my
analysis of the political dimension of Junior Bazaar.
I also share Stein’s belief that the visuality of the magazine page cannot be broken
down cleanly into discrete elements. Frequently in the study of fashion photography, the
image is extracted from its original layout in efforts to affirm its individual artistic merit.
A good example of this approach can be found in the Getty’s recent study of fashion
photography, Icons of Style. The exhibition catalogue pictures nearly all of the
photographs as standalone images (as they would be exhibited in the museum space),
versus as elements of a larger graphic framework.17 I want to be clear that it is precisely
this graphic framework that interests me, and I intend to unpack how the overall art
direction of Junior Bazaar shapes our reading of the photographic images printed
within pages.
To turn back to Stein, she suggests that beginning in the 1920s modern graphic
techniques were used within the pages of Ladies Home Journal to “sustain the reader’s
interest and to draw the reader closer to the marketplace.”18 Junior Bazaar presents a
much more complicated case study, in that it ultimately failed to capture the attention of
consumers in the thirty months that it was available on newsstands. Writing from a
similar perspective as Stein, Patricia Johnston argues in her study of Edward Steichen’s
commercial work that, “because Americans accepted modernism as a natural expression

16

Sally Stein, “The Graphic Ordering of Desire: Modernization of a Middle Class Women’s Magazine,
1919-1939,” in Richard Bolton ed., The Contest of Meaning: Critical Histories of Photography,
(Cambridge: MIT Press, 1989): 146.
17
Paul Martineau, ed. Icons of Style: A Century of Fashion Photography, (Los Angeles: Getty
Publications, 2018).
18
Stein, “The Graphic Ordering of Desire,” 147
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of their times, the style became an effective selling tool.”19 Although I am not necessarily
refuting Stein or Johnston’s point of view, I am dealing with an artifact that does not
strictly conform to the guidelines set in place by this body of literature.
In some sense I see my study of Junior Bazaar as more closely aligned with
Jason Hill’s analysis of PM, in which he argues that the artistic ambition of its
photographic content appears to go against the newspaper’s journalistic or objective
intent.20 In a parallel manner, Bassman’s unique application of modern devices in
Junior Bazaar seems to pose an ideological challenge to the magazine’s capitalistic
function. Instead of drawing the reader “closer to the marketplace,” as Stein termed it,
the art direction of Junior Bazaar often stresses the individual and discerning agency of
its readers. Whether or not the magazine’s readers were compelled to act on this is
debatable and puts the effectiveness of Bassman’s approach in question. In some
respect, the presence of modern design in Junior Bazaar speaks more to Bassman’s
freedom as an art director than that of her audience.
Throughout this thesis I use the word “modern,” as opposed to “Modernist”
intentionally when describing Junior Bazaar. Modernism is typically defined as a
historically specific moment in 20th century European culture, in which the efficacy of
established artistic principles were put into question. It encompassed a broad range of
revolutionary movements, including Constructivism, Cubism, Dadaism, Expressionism,
Futurism, Suprematism, Surrealism, and (an ism by any other name) the Bauhaus.
While Junior Bazaar drew liberally from the Modernist tradition, the magazine was not
19

Patricia Johnston, “The Modern Look in Advertising Photography and Product Design,” in Real
Fantasies: Edward Steichen’s Advertising Practice, (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1997): 105131.
20
See Jason Hill, Artist as Reporter: Weegee, Ad Reinhardt and the PM News Picture, (Berkeley:
University of California Press, 2018).
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ideologically beholden to any one style. Within the pages of a glossy American fashion
magazine, any original aesthetic meaning associated with these Modernist tropes
became dislodged through a process of rearrangement and reinterpretation. The
magazine’s modernity represents a much more complicated narrative of transatlantic
transmission, facilitated by Bassman’s mentor, Alexey Brodovitch, and a multiplicity of
homegrown popular sources, which nativized aspects of European design for American
readers. To borrow Leo Steinberg’s words, Junior Bazaar was not a product of “the
world of the Renaissance man who looked for his weather clues out of the window; but
the world of men who turn knobs to hear a taped message...electronically transmitted
from some windowless booth.”21 In using the designation “modern” versus “Modern,” I
am speaking of this very condition described by Steinberg, in which Modernist vision is
mediated, and ultimately altered, by the very channels through which it was
transmitted.
My reframing is in part necessitated out of the desire to define Bassman’s
practice on its own terms, separated from Brodovitch. Originally from Russia,
Brodovitch came to the United States by way of Paris in 1930. Although he received no
formal art education, Brodovitch blended disparate elements of the Parisian avant garde
into his commercial practice. The designer is largely credited with introducing these
aesthetic devices to an American audience through his work as an art director at
Harper’s Bazaar and teacher at the New School of Social Research, where he held a
long-running seminar called the Design Laboratory. Bassman was one of Brodovitch’s
star students at the Design Lab, and eventually became his first paid assistant at

21

Leo Steinberg, "Reflections on the State of Criticism." Artforum, March 1972.
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Harper’s Bazaar. Brodovitch is frequently given outsized credit for Junior Bazaar,
despite how little he most likely contributed to the publication. Although he is
technically credited as co-Art Director with Bassman, Brodovitch only received this title
after threatening to quit upon learning of her initial appointment to the position. “Once
he had his name on the masthead, he was perfectly happy,” Bassman remarked in a 2011
interview, adding that, “he contributed the first two months or so and then he didn’t do
very much. He designed a couple of covers, that was all.”22 A productive discussion
requires moving beyond the narrow comparative framework between Brodovitch and
Bassman in favor of a more panoramic and contextual view of American modern design.
The essential difference between Junior Bazaar and other mainstream
magazines lies in its structure— or perhaps, more appropriately, lack of structure. In the
1930s, earlier art directors such as Mehemed Fehmy Agha at Vanity Fair and later
Vogue, and Thomas Maitland Cleland of Fortune brought a new level of sophistication
to American magazines by standardizing layouts. Typography was strictly regulated,
margins were widened, and forms were primarily organized along a grid or modular
system, varying slightly from page to page for maximum impact. Cleland coined the
phrase “dynamic functionalism,” to describe this new style of magazine design, in which
structural uniformity was enacted in order to ease reading comprehension.23
Brodovitch’s design stemmed from a similarly utilitarian viewpoint. Crucially,
this mode of layout facilitated a sense of “flow,” as Brodovitch termed it, within the
magazine, and was essential in establishing a cohesive visual narrative.24 As Kelly

22

Hjärta Smärta, Hall of Femmes: Lillian (Kent, United Kingdom: Oyster Press, 2010), 27.
Thomas Maitland Cleland, "Progress" In the Graphic Arts, (Stamford Connecticut: The Overbrook
Press, 1950): I.
24
Terminology used throughout Kerry William Purcell, Alexey Brodovitch (New York: Phaidon Press,
2007).
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William Purcell writes, by “subordinating the single image to the overall look of the
magazine, the reader of Brodovitch's Bazaar was thrown in and out of its graphic story;
a narrative that repeatedly generated experiences of surprise and discovery.”25
Brodovitch’s style is frequently likened to cinema because of its sense of pacing and
movement on the page, which was in part enabled by the use of a shifting modular
framework. It’s no coincidence that Brodovitch and his peers held a deep fascination
with the aesthetics of industry and mechanization. In his 1930 essay, “What Pleases the
Modern Man,” Brodovitch writes, “how much of this new understanding of form, mass,
plastic dynamic, colour, light and shadow and perspective are given to us by
engineering!”26
Junior Bazaar arose from an entirely different cultural moment, one in which the
appeal of technological functionalism was in question. Lest we forget, the atomic
bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki occurred just three months before Junior Bazaar
hit newsstands nationwide. When reviewing the most iconic images of 1945, the Art
Directors Annual listed the teen magazine’s inaugural cover alongside a haunting aerial
shot of the mushroom cloud (Figure 5).27 Bassman’s originality was affirmed by her
peers in the same compendium; Junior Bazaar received one of the Annual’s top awards
for best overall design for the year of 1945.28 Symbolically speaking, this juxtaposition
between the bomb and Junior Bazaar anticipates the magazine’s seismic departure, in
both visual and textual content, from traditional fashion periodicals. To articulate these

25

Ibid, 91, 94.
Alexey Brodovitch, "What Pleases the Modern Man," Commercial Art, August 1930, 62.
27
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differences in the atomic age, Bassman moved away from the modular way of design in
favor of something more fluid.
This thesis is the first extensive inquiry into Junior Bazaar. In addition to
introducing the magazine to a wider scholarly audience, I hope to initiate a conversation
about the legacy of Bassman’s graphic design independent from Brodovitch, as well as
her later career as a fashion photographer. Brodovitch’s presence undoubtedly lingers in
the pages of Junior Bazaar, not so much in the style of Bassman’s design, but in her
restless pursuit of new modes of representation. As Vince Aletti wrote in his recent
survey of magazine design, Bassman’s art direction is like “Bazaar through the looking
glass: oddly familiar, yet utterly new.”29 What exactly was new about Junior Bazaar,
and how did Bassman’s graphic eclecticism resonate with shifting construction of
postwar girlhood? The art director’s refusal to conform to the established conventions of
magazine design constitutes a small act of rebellion against the type of conformity
promoted by consumer culture.
My argument will unfold over the course of three chapters, each of which focuses
on a different figure or moment in the magazine’s short history. The first chapter deals
with the question of influence directly and explores how Bassman’s upbringing amidst
leftist activists and artists during the Great Depression might have informed her voice as
a designer. The art director was not the typical Hearst employee and grew up in a
modest household of Jewish immigrants. As she succinctly put it, “I wasn't a debutante,
I was a working girl."30 Bassman’s ambition is clearly reflected in the style of her design;
restless and unpredictable, her aesthetic sensibility aptly expressed the upbeat energy of
29
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the postwar period. Despite the magazine's resonance with the contemporary moment,
key elements of Junior Bazaar’s style appear to reference the communist photo
magazines of Bassman’s youth, such as the Labor Defender, Worker’s Theater, and the
New Pioneer. The fascinating discordance in Bassman’s work— her politically tinged
aesthetic continually comes up against her mandate to sell a particular lifestyle to
American teenagers — provides rich material for analysis beyond conventional feminist
critiques of her work as influenced, coopted, and/or suppressed by her male mentor
Alexey Brodovitch.
The collectivist spirit of her upbringing certainly influenced her management
style, as collaboration was as important in the office as it was on the page. The second
chapter will focus on one particularly important relationship: that of Bassman and
Avedon. I will expand upon the graphic approach to photomontage in Junior Bazaar,
structured around the collaborative work of this dynamic duo. Avedon’s photographs, in
particular, benefited from such graphic interventions, which were largely used to
animate the photographic subject. This chapter will track the development of the
“Avedon Look” in relation to montage, paying particularly close attention to how
external, graphic activity was eventually absorbed into the internal logic of his images.
The third and final chapter of my thesis will discuss the political tension that
underscores my reading Junior Bazaar. In addition to featuring experimental visuals,
the magazine served as a robust platform for cultural criticism. This chapter will center
around one such article written by Simone de Beauvoir, provocatively titled “Do
American Girls Like Freedom?” De Beauvoir’s essay problematizes the notion of choice
and freewill in the realm of fashion. She writes, quite forcefully, that “despite the
marvelous possibilities for freedom enjoyed by the American girl both at home and in
14

school, she is not free in the deepest sense,” as “the paths she follows are already laid out
in advance.”31 I will use de Beauvoir prompt to explore the ways in which Bassman’s
design served — and in some cases undermined — the fashion magazine’s capitalistic
function to sell a particular lifestyle to American teenagers.
I argue that this conflict is one of several factors that ultimately led to the
magazine’s demise. In the spring of 1948 Bassman stepped down as art director,
unsettled by a shake-up in the magazine’s masthead that put more business-minded
people in power.32 Within two months of Bassman’s departure, the magazine was folded
back into Harper’s Bazaar as a ten-page supplement, returning to its original format.
Undeterred by the collapse of Junior Bazaar, Bassman began a formidable career as a
fashion photographer. Her pictures decorated the pages of Harper’s Bazaar for over
thirty years. Bassman never returned to graphic design.
While Junior Bazaar is but a footnote in Bassman’s long list of creative
accomplishments, its role in the “naturalization” of modern graphic design in America is
unique. With this thesis, I intend to recenter Bassman’s contribution to this history, in
addition to shedding light on the way in which she broadened the fashion magazine’s
potential for artistic expression. My objective is both personal and political; as a twentysomething art historian at the onset of her career, I share a deep affinity with Junior
Bazaar and its young creators. Although fashion magazines (and their predominantly
female readership) are often cast aside as frivolous, my hope is that readers come away
from this study with a newfound appreciation for this material and its importance
within the history of postwar American graphic design and photography. The political
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dimension of my research seeks to establish Bassman as an experimental force within an
otherwise conservative media landscape. In reading the magazine from an art historical
standpoint, I hope to affirm Junior Bazaar’s status as an important cultural artifact of
the immediate postwar period.

16

CHAPTER ONE
LOCATING LILLIAN BASSMAN

When reviewing the history of Junior Bazaar and its primary creative force,
Lillian Bassman, the question of influence naturally arises. The literature on the subject
largely attempts to situate her work within the shadow of Alexey Brodovitch, her mentor
and superior at Harper’s Bazaar. In part this is because the two technically shared the
title of “co-art director” of the teen magazine, creating some confusion around its
authorship. On several occasions Bassman has asserted that she was initially intended
as the sole occupant of the position. When Brodovitch learned of Bassman’s
appointment, he threatened to leave Hearst if he wasn’t made co-director alongside
her.33 Allegedly this was typical of Brodovitch’s behavior; just a few years earlier he
exhibited the younger designer’s work under his name at a poster competition hosted by
the Modern Museum of Art, much to Bassman’s dismay.34 Reflecting on this incident in
an interview with Steve Watson for the Archives of American Art (AAA) Bassman
remarked, “I knew that my survival as an art director meant that I didn't make much of
this. I never said a word to him; he never said a word to me.”35
She navigated the stand-off over Junior Bazaar in a similar manner and made
room for Brodovitch. “Once he had his name on the masthead, he was perfectly happy,”
Bassman stated in another interview, adding that, “he contributed the first two months
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or so and then he didn’t do very much. He designed a couple of covers, that was all.”36
This account is broadly accepted in critical circles; Martin Harrison, an authority on
fashion photography, wrote that while “Brodovitch kept a ‘father eye’ on the magazine,”
Bassman was “in practice its first art director.”37 The rich subtext of Bassman’s narrative
has inspired a critical reevaluation of her work primarily in relation to issues of gender
and power. In some ways this line of inquiry has backfired, in that it has been difficult to
move beyond the orbit of Brodovitch and establish Bassman’s practice in independent
terms.
While it is true that Brodovitch was Bassman’s point of entry into the world of
graphic design, his pedagogical approach was far from didactic. The art director
professed to be a “can-opener” rather than a teacher, in that he sought to unlock his
student’s innate creativity, not codify it.38 As Bassman’s husband Paul Himmel phrased
it, “He wanted a style that you showed him to begin with. If you dropped that to try to
conform, he would not be interested. He was only interested in what came from you, so
he didn’t instruct you.”39 This begs an interesting question: who was Bassman when she
met Brodovitch in 1940? And what was her aesthetic experience of the world thus far?
More importantly, how did this experience translate visually in her development as a
designer under Brodovitch’s guidance?
Even Bassman had trouble recalling what exactly it was about her student work
that led the art director to take her on as his first paid assistant at Harper’s Bazaar.
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Although his motives are difficult to decipher retrospectively, Brodovitch was not a
“random man,” as Watson points out in his conversation with Bassman for the AAA. She
emphatically agreed with this assertion, adding:
In the long run I must have produced the most promising [work] to him, because
certainly I was not, of our class, a girl that he was interested in. He liked pretty,
Presbyterian-type girls. I don't think he much appreciated my being more
interested in Paul [Himmel] than in his kind of social milieu. Though he never
voiced it and never, ever referred to it, I'm sure that he felt that I was a class
outside his social class.40
The matter of class comes up again and again in her recollections and deserves some
further exploration. It’s something that separated her from her colleagues at Harper’s
Bazaar, including Brodovitch, who was a White Russian and traveled in cosmopolitan
circles in both Paris and New York. Bassman, on the other hand, was a free-spirited
teenager from the Bronx, raised by bohemian parents who immigrated to the U.S. from
Eastern Europe at the turn of the century.
As a high schooler she moved into an apartment on East 13th street, then a hub of
political and artistic activity, with her parents and Himmel, her future husband,
entering what they affectionately termed a “companionate marriage.”41 A picture from
the early 1930s shows the Bassmans and Himmel gathering around a modest kitchen
table (Figure 6). Julius Bassman, the patriarch of the family, gazes out from behind the
table. A house painter by trade, he was a staunch Communist and reportedly wished to
move back to Russia to join the proletarian movement.42 These plans ultimately fell
through, but at the time when this photograph was taken his eldest daughter, Sonia, had
40
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recently departed for a tour of the Soviet Union with a group of young leftists.43
Although absent from the communal table, Sonia’s portrait sits on the mantle behind
the Bassman family. In contrast to her sister’s sharp, photographic profile, Lillian's face
is blurred out with a diffuse patch of ink, markings which were likely left by Lillian
herself.44
Like her sister, Lillian participated in left-wing activism as a young woman,
although on her own creative terms. Bassman’s son, Eric Himmel, wrote that “Art and
politics formed the backdrop of Lillian and Paul’s early years together”45 in Union
Square during the 1930s. The area attracted a diverse group of artists, writers, and
thinkers, and offered affordable spaces for a host of art studios, independent
newspapers, radical bookstores, and union halls. In 1934 Boris Gorelick, a founding
member of the Artists Union and Sonia’s then boyfriend, facilitated work for Lillian as a
model at the Art Students League (ASL). Her arrangement with the ASL allowed her to
take lessons with William Zorach, as well as the brothers Raphael and Moses Soyer, at a
reduced price in exchange for her labor (Figure 7).46 According to Eric Himmel, when
his mother used to model for George Bridgeman the instructor would delineate her
musculature in chalk directly on her body. 47 Himmel added that “if she thought he was
slightly creepy, she also got the idea: the human form is a more exciting curriculum than
anything offered in high school.”48
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Bassman also gained an early understanding of her (gendered) body’s connection
with politics through her involvement in a series of protests organized by her fellow
models. Between 1936 and 1937 she joined in a seventeen-week strike in pursuit of
better working conditions and higher pay. At the time, models were only paid 50 cents
an hour and were expected to pose nude for hours without breaks, often in rooms
without heat. Reportedly, Bassman and her friend Roz Roose picketed outside the ASL
in the nude wearing nothing but sandwich boards, presumably listing their demands.49
Some in the press deemed their efforts trivial; for example one headline reads, “Models
Strike But Dates May Cause End of Walk Out: They All Fear Someone Else May Get
Boys.”50 However, the walk-out was a serious and well organized endeavor, culminating
in an overnight occupation of the building pictured widely throughout the press (Figure
8). After this highly broadcasted event the ASL ultimately met the models’ demands; for
Bassman it must have provided an early lesson in the power of publicity within the mass
media.
Simultaneously Bassman gained employment through the WPA, first as a model
and then as a painting assistant. She primarily worked under Louis Ferstadt, aiding in a
pointillism-inspired mural for Hunter College’s Bronx campus, titled “Famous Women
in Mythology” (Figure 9). As in her time working as a model, Bassman engaged in
similar organizing efforts through the WPA. In 1939 she was allegedly arrested at a sit-in
protesting cuts to the program under the pseudonym “Rosa Bonheur,” the well-known
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19th century French painter.51 Bassman was a prodigious museumgoer and would
regularly walk up Fifth Avenue to visit the Metropolitan Museum of Art from her
apartment downtown. She recalls sharpening her “sense of the different levels of
society,” from painters like Bonheur, who captured “the aristocrats, the animals that
they used... smells of cooking...or you know, of daily living,” with beauty and dignity.52
One of Bassman’s most profound experiences with the labor movement, however,
came through her involvement in the modern dance community in the early 30s. In
addition to her work with Martha Graham and Isadora and Elizabeth Duncan, she was
affiliated with a Marxist agitprop troupe called The Red Dancers (a subsidiary of the
Workers Dance League) whose sole purpose was “to serve the [labor] movement by
using dance as a medium to further inspire the worker to greater militancy and class
struggle,” as its founder Edith Segal wrote in a letter printed in the February 1930 issue
of The New Masses.53 Five months later the magazine published a photograph of the
Red Dancers performing an interpretive tribute to the workers who power industrial
technology, pantomiming the motions of an engine with their collective bodies (Figure
1o).54 Although printed in The New Masses, the photograph was taken by an unnamed
member of the Labor Defender Camera Group, a collective of “worker photographers” or
amateur imagemakers empowered by the labor movement. The group circulated images
across several leftist papers in the U.S., but largely coalesced around a photo magazine
of the same name, the Labor Defender. Bassman grew up just two blocks away from the
Labor Defender Camera Group headquarters, located on East 14th street off of Union
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Square, and performed benefit concerts with the Red Dancers for the publication on
numerous occasions (Figure 11).55
In March 1933, a promotional image of the Red Dancer’s best-known piece, Black
& White, appeared on the cover of Workers Theatre (Figure 12). The show called for
solidarity between workers across the color line and was performed in a wide range of
settings that included prominent performing venues like the Brooklyn Academy of
Music, as well as popular gathering spots such as union halls and summer camps.56 The
photograph features principal dancer Add Bates shirtless, assuming the Red Front
Salute in unison with Hy Boris, his white colleague. In her interview for the AAA,
Bassman remarked on an encounter she had with Bates, whom she described as both
“sensationally beautiful” and “the most glorious man there ever was.”57 Although he was
one of the few African Americans she came into direct contact with as a child, Bassman
recalls having a vivid "left wing awareness” of the plight of African Americans and that
this feeling “was native to me, to be aware of them, to feel their stresses, to want to do
something about it, to go on marches, to — you know, I don't know where it came from,
but it was there all the time.”58
Bassman’s political consciousness, however, did not arise in a vacuum and was
likely informed in part by the vibrant, and ever present, print culture of her youth. The
alternative press was woven into the very fabric of leftism in New York; it presented the
ideological beliefs of the labor movement in textual and visual terms for a whole
generation of young people. I bring Bassman’s experience in the Red Dancers and their
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presence in Communist pictorials to discuss how the circulation of ideas in the press
may have shaped her political awareness — in addition to her idiom as an art director.
The origins of Bassman’s perspective as a designer are perhaps more precisely located in
the scrappy yet exuberant tradition of American communist photo magazines, which she
had exposure to as a teenager.
As one of the few American publications of the period to utilize montage in such
a prominent manner, Junior Bazaar was somewhat of an anomaly. For much of the
1930s and early 40s, the mainstream media in the U.S. shied away from using montage,
in part because of its historical association with Bolshevism and socialist propaganda.59
This reputation, however, was precisely the reason photomontage had a foothold in
leftist publications, which employed the technique to construct (and deconstruct)
revolutionary politics in visual terms for American audiences. In comparison to
European variants of photomontage, American compositions were generally cruder and
less harmonious, but dealt with similar themes. For example, the March 1937 cover of
New Theatre & Film (the direct successor of Workers Theatre) features a black man
embedded among a dizzying collage of Broadway marquees calling out with his hand
cupped around his mouth, — a pose that directly recalls Alexander Rodchenko’s famed
Lengiz poster (Figures 13 and 14). While the New Theatre & Film cover lacks
Rodchenko’s graphic clarity, its gruff, choppy style of montage nonetheless
communicates a powerful sense of urgency relevant to the magazine's political agenda.
As an assistant at Harper’s Bazaar, Bassman published several credited
“montages,” labeled explicitly as such. Baroque, sweeping forms made out of found
59
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images are characteristic of her early work at the magazine. In one particularly
successful layout, collaged architectural ruins of wartime London form a nightmarish
landscape that is purposely asymmetrical (Figure 15).60 In contrast, the article’s title and
text are perfectly centered within the blank spaces of the wreckage. Before one reads a
single word of the story, it’s clear from Bassman’s design that the words on the page will
attempt to make sense of the destruction caused by Blitz. This layout is explicitly
credited to her, signaling a sense of collaboration between graphic designer and writer
in conveying meaning.
Bassman’s ability to decontextualize and rearrange forms on the page was vastly
aided by the photostat, an early iteration of the photocopier. The machine consisted of a
larger-format camera used to photograph and expose montaged images directly onto
rolls of photosensitive paper. This process generated a negative of the photographed
document, which was subsequently re-photographed to produce a positive image.
Typically, Bassman ordered several photostats of a particular image in various sizes. In a
collage-like manner, she would then cut and arrange the photostats into a dynamic
layout, pasting the pieces onto a sheet of paper the same size as the magazine. The
layout was then cleaned up by more junior editors on the design team, and subsequently
rephotographed.
While Brodovitch was also known to have utilized the photostat machine,
Bassman may have had a particular sensitivity to this form of collage. During her tenure
as Brodovitch’s assistant at Harper’s Bazaar, Bassman’s layouts were often
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accompanied with the credit line “MONTAGE BY LILLIAN BASSMAN.”61 The specificity
of such a credit is remarkable, especially considering that the only other person to
receive such attribution in Harper’s Bazaar was the artist Joseph Cornell.62 Bassman’s
distinctly graphic and irregular approach to montage carried over to her work in Junior
Bazaar. In a particularly striking behind-the-scenes image taken by Nina Leen for LIFE,
Bassman is shown sitting cross-legged on the floor with a pair of scissors surrounded by
multiple photostats of the Junior Bazaar’s inaugural cover (Figures 16 and 17). A
picture of the completed composition appears in the pile of photostats, suggesting that
the photograph of Bassman’s process was likely staged for effect.
In addition to demonstrating the importance of collage to Bassman’s identity as
an art director, her positioning also reformulates familiar tropes from conventional
images of teenagers. Just one year prior Leen produced one of the first photo essays on
the American teen for LIFE, which includes a similarly set image of a schoolgirl
surrounded by homework strewn across the floor (Figure 18).63 In posturing Bassman as
akin to one of Junior Bazaar’s adolescent readers, Leen offers a kind of photographic
parallelism with the very montaging that the art director implemented on the pages of
the magazine.
The seamless incorporation of photography, graphic form, and text was one of
the primary markers of difference between Bassman’s work and that of her competitors.
For example, in the spring of 1946, both Vogue and Junior Bazaar published spreads on
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dresses made from Dan River’s “starspun” gingham fabric (Figures 19 and 20).64 Vogue
presents the fashion in a fairly standard layout; on the left four small photographs are
neatly organized around a rectangular matrix, while the right page features just a single
image, taking over the page. Junior Bazaar’s presentation of the same fashions couldn’t
be more different. The photographs, shot by Bassman herself, are seamlessly
incorporated into an illustrative dreamscape decorated with chandeliers and shooting
stars. The models are arranged in a vaguely tripartite formation across both pages and
appear to move in and out from behind the ornate backdrop, creating an atmospheric
effect.
Taken alone, Bassman’s photographs are fairly similar to the images printed in
Vogue, and even share an interest in capturing the dress’ movement. Yet in Junior
Bazaar, the photographs are liberated from the confines of their rectangular frames
through various methods of collage and superimposition, becoming part of a new
painterly world where the playfulness of the graphic design enhances the dynamic blur
of the photograph. It is important to note, however, that Bassman’s spread lacks the
commercial clarity of the one printed in Vogue. Information on the dresses — such as
the designer's name, pricing, and availability in department stores — is relegated to two
small bands of text that run across the edge of the page (in the Avedon Foundation’s
bound volume, the top band is almost entirely cut off, likely because the layout was
improperly sized for print).
Bassman appropriated the layout’s illustrative framework from Pérégrinations
D'une Comète, a composition by the great 19th century French caricaturist, J.J.
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Grandville (Figure 21). Although associated with French Romanticism, Grandville’s
images were of renewed interest in the wake of Surrealism and appeared in several
major exhibitions and publications in the United States during the 1930s and 40s.65 On
the topic of surrealism in Grandville’s work, Charles Baudelaire once wrote that upon
“entering” the illustrator’s pictures he felt “a certain discomfort, like in an apartment
where disorder is systematically organized, where bizarre cornices rest on the floor,
where paintings seem distorted by an optic lens, where objects are deformed by being
shoved together at odd angles, where furniture has its feet in the air, and where drawers
push in instead of pulling out.”66 Mirroring this quality in Grandville’s work, Bassman
distorts the caricaturist’s original illustration beyond recognition in the pages of Junior
Bazaar. The two leftmost chandeliers are reproduced on both pages, mirrored and
flipped across the fold and then slightly stretched along the horizontal axis.
In addition to a shared interest in this type of graphically enhanced
photomontage, the most striking parallel between Bassman’s sensibility and the leftist
press, however, was the application of bright, almost garish color overlays. In the mid
1930s both New Theatre & Film and the Labor Defender published numerous covers
utilizing this device atop “straight” photographs, whereas mainstream magazines largely
shied away from such drastic alterations (Figure 22). Color blocking was employed in a
similar manner in the illustrated covers of the New Pioneer, a press outlet for children
in the Communist party issued from 1931 through 1938 (Figure 23). Visually, this
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stylistic choice performs a sort of disruption on the newsstand that the left wanted to
enact politically.
The December 1937 cover of Labor Defender, for example, features a circular
photograph of the political prisoner Tom Mooney printed under a sickly green tone.
Referenced by the “Christmas Issue” tag that runs above the photo, the color is also an
ironic dig at the government’s continued lack of charity towards Mooney during the
holiday season, after 21 years behind bars. (Figure 24). The same photograph, taken by
Otto Hagel, was published in LIFE just one month later in black and white and with a
tighter crop around Mooney’s face, projecting a much more morose tone (Figure 25).67
The Labor Defender’s use of color in their coverage of Mooney in some ways enlivens
him, and makes the case for his release in a much more dynamic manner. Additionally,
it functions as a visual marker of difference between more conventional press outlets
such as LIFE, who were simply reporting on his continued imprisonment, versus
advocating for his liberation.
Bassman used color overlays in a parallel manner to differentiate Junior Bazaar
from its parent magazine. When reminiscing on the differences between Harper’s
Bazaar and Junior Bazaar, Bassman said the magazines were “totally different. The age
groups were different, the manner of production was different. It was a younger
magazine. It really had very little influence from the big magazine. They thought in
terms of fashion, we thought in terms of producing pages for young people that would
excite them and move them.”68 Color overlays became one of Bassman’s primary means
of “excitement” since “Kodachrome was not exactly fantastic at the time,” as the art
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director recalled retrospectively in a 2010 interview.69 Like the Christmas issue of the
Labor Defender, the December 1945 issue of Junior Bazaar features a similar use of
holiday tones, presenting a model with windswept bangs under a bright green
transparency (See Figure 2). A candy red apple hovers within a white square, printed
over the woman’s face.
There’s something a bit mischievous about layering of color and form in
composition— beyond the image’s biblical evocation of Eve and the forbidden fruit.
Bassman’s nonconformist attitude becomes even more apparent when compared to
other women’s magazines of the period. Seventeen’s Christmas issue in 1945, for
example, features a rather conventional photograph of a girl in a sled being pushed by a
young man (Figure 26). Junior Bazaar’s green cover seems so shockingly modern in
comparison to the stiff and schmaltzy holiday scene presented by Seventeen. One could
not mistake Junior Bazaar from its more subdued counterpart — just as ten years prior
the brightly colored covers of the Labor Defender stood out among more conservative
pictorials in both its visuals and political agenda.
While color overlays were making their way into fashion magazines, they were
largely relegated to the advertising pages and very rarely utilized in editorial imagery.
Moreover, they were largely overlaid on top of conventional photographs, such as in one
advertisement for Caltex of California printed in the January 1947 issue of Junior
Bazaar (Figure 27). Aside from the image’s pale-yellow tint, very little separates this ad
from other equally poised and refined photographs found elsewhere. In the editorial
pages of the magazine color was used not just as an embellishment, but as an agent of
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unity. For example, in one spread titled “Honey in the Sun,” a yellow overlay acts as the
ground of the overall composition, tying together disparate cutouts of models, bees, and
honeycomb under a golden tint (Figure 28).70
Bassman often combined multiple color overlays in the same layout, a printing
luxury that smaller publications could not afford. This allowed her to apply color in a
more sensitive and selective manner. In one particularly memorable cover photo of an
archer standing in a yellow color field, a bullseye made up of red, white, and green
concentric circles is laid perfectly over the tip of her arrow (Figure 29). The color
overlays have a flattening effect on the photograph, lessening any illusion of depth
indicated by the model's back-stretched arm. Her athleticism is striking, and in some
respects recalls the type of imagery of physically empowered women that circulated in
the Communist press. The September 1936 issue of Labor Defender on the Spanish Civil
War features two female Republican fighters posed with their rifles ready to fire; select
portions of the image are printed in orange for maximum impact (Figure 30). While
Junior Bazaar’s archer is by no means a revolutionary, her assertive stance nonetheless
works in a similar manner.
In at least one instance the slippage between Bassman’s radical visuals and the
magazine’s rather conventional consumer products is a source of subversive humor. A
spread titled “We See Red” features women in tinted hats arranged on the page in a way
that recalls the sharp diagonals and strategic color blocking of Soviet propaganda
(Figure 31). Of course, in this case “seeing red” connotes the color of the overlays, not
Communism. Red is used quite literally in a similar image from the Labor Defender
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published in April 1936 (Figure 32). A photograph of a boy pasting up illustrated flyers
is flecked with a bright red tint, which covers select portions of the pro-Communist
mural. The irony of this comparison does not escape me and in fact operates on multiple
levels beyond the obvious political discrepancies between the two magazines. While one
publication advocated for the dismantlement of capitalism, the other glorified
consumption in a slick and lavish manner.
However, as Michele Bogart observed, the distinction between different “camera
worlds” in the United States were actually quite hazy and ideas flowed relatively freely
between commercial, artistic, and amateur circles throughout the course of the early
20th century.71 Bassman represents something of a bridge between the Communist and
fashion press, and she appears to have borrowed modern devices from the left in her
work for Junior Bazaar, consciously or otherwise. In the process this aesthetic became
dislodged from its original meaning — retaining some, but not all, of its radicalism.
The content of Bassman’s work bordered on revolutionary at points but could
never quite escape the political orbit of Hearst. Famously, Bassman advocated for the
inclusion of a photograph in which a black man could be seen swimming in the same
body of water as a white model (Figure 33).72 The higher-ups at Hearst "made holy hell
about that,” Bassman remarked, recalling the corporation’s fear of alienating white
Southerners at the height of segregation.73 Despite these protests, the image was
published in the January 1947 issue. Made up of 24 small circular photographs, the
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layout ultimately downplays and obscures the man’s racial identity, making it hardly
perceptible to casual readers.
And yet, it is undeniable that in some places Bassman managed to map visual
aspects of the worker’s liberation movement onto a fashion magazine. What did such a
graphic inversion mean in the immediate postwar era? After all, Junior Bazaar
appeared on newsstands mere months after the paradigm-shifting events of Hiroshima
and Nagasaki. In this respect, Junior Bazaar speaks to a world re-ordered, shifting in a
manner that would allow a woman of Bassman’s background to make a little trouble in
the corporate offices of Hearst for the sake of style. The magazine’s art direction
expresses the transformative, almost liberating, power of a fashionable lifestyle, while
downplaying the visual importance of the very objects that populate this consumer
fantasy. Bassman’s efforts may also represent the defanging of political sensibilities to
market a more edgy vision of girlhood to the magazine’s young readers.
The designer herself believed that the timing of the magazine's publication
allowed her to “explore new visual options without the confines of the advertising
world,” since wartime rations on fabric and clothing were still in place. Archival
evidence suggests otherwise; Junior Bazaar famously contained the most
advertisements of any first issue of an American periodical ever published.74 In
department stores across the country, little tags identified items of clothing that
appeared in the pages of the magazine. The fact that Bassman seemed to be naive to the
commercial machinations of Junior Bazaar is fascinating — and perhaps accounts for
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the magazine’s short shelf-life, along with the fact that Bassman eventually grew tired of
graphic design and took up fashion photography.
During her lunch hour at Junior Bazaar Bassman would experiment with
printing techniques in a darkroom that belonged to the photographer George
Hoyningen-Hune. 75 In the summer of 1947, Richard Avedon let Bassman borrow his
studio while he was shooting the Paris Collection, leaving behind his assistant who
taught her the technical aspects of camerawork.76 "By the time Dick came back, I had an
advertising account,” Bassman recalled. “It was off to the races."77 In April 1948 she
officially stepped down from her role at Junior Bazaar to pursue photography full time;
the magazine folded just a month later. She retained some of the graphic devices that
characterized her earlier work as an art director, and in particular she continued to use
color in a selective manner (Figure 34). 78
Beginning in the late 1940s, Brodovitch appears to have developed a parallel
interest in color overlays, perhaps inspired by Bassman’s original work at Junior
Bazaar. The 1950 cover of Portfolio, his critically acclaimed art and design magazine, is
in many ways typical of Brodovitch’s style, especially in its simplicity and use of blank
space. It is also strikingly reminiscent of Junior Bazaar’s inaugural issue, designed by
Bassman. Both covers feature transparent strips of pink and blue and utilize boldface,
stenciled text (Figure 35; see Figure 17). Moreover, the overlapping arrangement of the
color blocks and their diagonal placement on the page seem to implicitly reference
Bassman’s cover, at least to art publishing insiders.
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These parallels speak to the fluidity of Brodovitch and Bassman’s working
relationship, as well as the difficulty of discerning the matter of influence. Her identity
as a graphic artist is certainly bound up with that of her mentor but appears to also have
roots in the media that surrounded her youth in Union Square. When considering the
development of a particular artist’s style, privileging the mentor/mentee relationship
causes one to overlook other, equally important aspects of their development, in
addition to playing into a male-centric narrative. By expanding Bassman’s field of
influence to include these early visual experiences, a more complete picture of her life
and work comes into focus.
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CHAPTER TWO
RICHARD AVEDON AND THE PRINTED PAGE

Richard Avedon’s early work for Harper’s Bazaar undoubtedly represents an
inflection point in the history of American photography. And yet, as Janet Malcolm
noted in 1975, “his achievement is imprecisely misunderstood” in the critical
literature.79 Avedon has traditionally been credited with rescuing “fashion photography
from a sorry condition of mannered rigidity and bloodless stasis and forg[ing] it into a
medium of vital and forceful naturalism,” Malcolm writes, a narrative that ultimately
obscures the social, technical, and personal circumstances of this stylistic evolution.80
What do we really mean when we label Avedon’s early work as “naturalistic” in
comparison to that of his predecessors — and what exactly were the photographic
conditions of this new form of realism? Avedon’s emphasis on motion, in addition to his
early preference for shooting outside the studio, are often cited as the matter-of-fact
answer to this question with little nuance or room for additional analysis. In fact, these
issues of space and activity are far more complicated than they appear and exist within
an intricate network of graphic and commercial strategies.
An avenue for further discussion lies in Avedon’s work for Junior Bazaar, the
first chapter of his professional career left largely unexamined by photo historians.
Vince Aletti has stated that the magazine was Avedon’s “primary testing ground and
launching pad,” but can we pinpoint what exactly the young photographer learned from
this short-lived experiment?81 From the onset of his work at the teen magazine Avedon
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sought to evoke an abstracted, artificial outdoor space inside the studio through
unconventional methods, notably in the strategic placement of electric fans in front of
his models to simulate wind. While today wind machines are a common — if not clichéd
— sight on fashion sets, in the 1940s very few photographers employed the device as
consistently or resourcefully as Avedon. This innovation, while largely absent from
scholarly discussions of Avedon’s work, did not go unnoticed by his contemporary peers.
Writing in the 1949 volume of PHOTO-GRAPHIC: The Annual of America's Leading
Photographers, Gerri Trotta declared, “When, twenty years ago, [Martin] Munkácsi
took high fashion out of doors to give it fresh air and action, that was the beginning of a
new candid school. When, four years ago Richard Avedon turned an electric fan on his
models that was the germ of another.”82
Junior Bazaar’s art director, Lillian Bassman, further facilitated Avedon’s early
interest in illusory spaces. She frequently cut and combined his studio images with
graphic forms and inserted his models into graphic landscapes. Simultaneously Avedon
began incorporating trace elements of the printed page into the frame of his
photographs, drawing extensively from Bassman’s distinct application of geometry,
color, and montage. Junior Bazaar’s experimental art direction was not only a source of
inspiration for Avedon, it pushed him to look at the photograph as a “designed” object —
a fictive three-dimensional space bound to the flat plane of the magazine page. This
chapter charts the influence of magazine design on Avedon’s early practice in efforts to
complicate our understanding of his putatively unique brand of naturalism.
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Avedon received his formal training from Alexey Brodovitch, who was a graphic
designer by profession, not a photographer. In addition to his work as the art director of
Harper’s Bazaar, Brodovitch founded the Design Laboratory — a long-running seminar
on the principles of “Art Applied to Graphic Journalism,” as one course description
phrased it, structured around artistic experimentation. Like László Moholy-Nagy’s New
Bahuas in Chicago and Joseph and Anni Albers’ work at Black Mountain College,
Brodovitch’s program was integral in transmitting European Modernism to a new
generation of American students. In line with the Bauhaus and other members of the
European avant-garde, Brodovitch was inspired by industrial technology and believed
that it provided commercial artists with “not only a new vision but also a variety of new
materials and instruments as a means for realizing advertising ideas.”83 However, unlike
the Alberses and Moholy-Nagy, Brodovitch never formulated a coherent or consistent
pedagogical approach, despite working as a teacher for over 30 years. He was incredibly
wary of dogmatic rules and even suggested that education in the arts was “very
dangerous and likely to develop certain cliches.”84
What we know about Brodovitch’s teaching practice is often anecdotal.
Brodovitch worked as a commercial designer in Paris during the interwar period and
developed a synthetic practice that drew on different aspects of Surrealism, Dada,
Constructivism, and Cubism. He achieved a level of notoriety in European design circles
for using unconventional methods to produce illustrations and graphics, such as
substituting industrial lacquers for oil paint and employing an airbrush over a pen.
Reportedly, he repurposed dental drills, surgical knives, and industrial needles as
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etching tools, using photographic film as the ground.85 In 1930 he was recruited by the
Pennsylvania Museum School of Industrial Art (now the Philadelphia College of Art) to
found its Department of Advertising Design, formally marking the beginning of his
career as a teacher. Later, when Brodovitch began working for Harper’s Bazaar, he
moved his teaching practice to the New School of Social Research, under the Design
Laboratory moniker.
Brodovitch’s disinterest in medium-specificity heavily informed his teaching
practice. In 1944, the same year in which Avedon enrolled in the Design Lab, the New
School published the following description in its course catalog:
The aim of the course is to help the student discover his individuality, crystalize
his taste, and develop his feeling for the contemporary trend by stimulating his
sense of invention and perfecting his technical ability. It is conducted as (a) an
experimental laboratory, taking account of continuous change, the discovery of
new techniques, new materials, new fields of operation; (b) a practical workshop
in close contact with current problems of leading magazines, department stores,
advertising agencies and manufactures.86
Staying true to Brodovitch’s inclusive vision of design, this blurb highlights his interest
in the “new” over any definitive media, practice, or ideology. While the school was
formally intended for graphic designers, the Design Lab attracted a diverse range of
artists, including photographers, stylists, writers, theater directors, and professional
models. Given the diversity of the classroom, Brodovitch formulated an unusual set of
exercises designed to transcend medium. In a 1986 interview with Andy Grundberg,
Avedon recalled protesting an assignment to design a neon sign for Times Square
because he couldn’t draw. “Mr. Brodovitch, I'm a photographer,” Avedon pleaded, to
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which Brodovitch dryly responded in his Russian-inflected accent, “Why not to use
spaghetti?” Avedon found some pipe cleaners and fashioned them into a sign, and told
Grundberg that, “from that moment I never looked back.”87
The photographer’s earliest assignments for Harper’s Bazaar bear the influence
of this experimental mindset. Avedon understood from the outset of his work at the
magazine that in order to be published he needed to differentiate himself from other
photographers. Brodovitch reportedly admonished Avedon for handing in work that was
derivative, saying “I didn’t hire you to make imitation Louise Dahl-Wolfes.”88 As one of
the leading fashion photographers of the 1930s and 40s, Dahl-Wolfe was celebrated for
her carefully staged photographs shot with exacting focus. Using her work as a foil,
Avedon instead began experimenting with a more relaxed, informal style. In one of his
first assignments, a knotted wire, presumably connected to a studio light, runs in front
of a model standing in a slightly slouched contrapposto pose (Figure 36).89 Pieces of
tape holding up the seamless background are also visible in the published image. While
these may seem like amateurish mistakes, Avedon’s image nonetheless occupies the
same editorial space as more polished work by Dahl-Wolfe and George HoyningenHuene and signals a shift in the magazine’s editorial approach. In the same issue
Avedon experimented with variable focus, developing elements of a spread on midriff
tops under tissue paper in the darkroom to produce a fuzzy effect (Figure 37).90 In
addition to abandoning photographic conventions, this image broke with the established
rules of propriety promoted in the highest ranks of Harper’s Bazaar. Fashion editor
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Diana Vreeland thought the models were shockingly underdressed, as they lacked shoes
or gloves.91
Avedon’s first true breakthrough at the magazine occurred outside the studio,
during an on-location shoot at the beach — where bare feet were deemed acceptable
(Figure 38). Published in the magazine’s “Junior” section of the June 1945 issue, the
spread showcases an energetic crop of models dressed in sportswear jumping, running,
playing tug-of-war, fishing, and standing on stilts, among other activities.92 On some
level these images are a direct homage to Munkácsi’s iconic photograph of Lucile
Brokaw running down Piping Rock Beach, published in Harper’s Bazaar some twelve
years prior (Figure 39).93 Brokaw is widely believed to be the first model shot in motion
outdoors for an American publication. In her memoir Snow declared that, “such a ‘pose’
had never before been attempted in fashion.”94 As Snow’s air quotes around the word
‘pose’ suggest, nothing about Munkácsi’s work appeared staged or labored, in part
because it was shot in plein air. Due to atmospheric conditions the photographs he
made that day on Piping Rock Beach were grainy and blurred, and yet these
imperfections only strengthened a sense of authenticity unique to Munkácsi’s style. It
seems apt then that a young Avedon, fresh out of the Design Lab, would use such a
distinct reference in his work for the Junior section of Harper’s Bazaar.
But for Avedon, Munkácsi represented something much more profound. The
young photographer was deeply moved by Munkácsi’s images as a teenager and even
decorated his room with magazine cutouts of the photographer’s work. Upon
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Munkácsi’s death in 1964, Avedon recalled, "there were over twenty of his pictures,
buckling from humidity and home-made paste, in my "collection" and the longings of
my almost adolescence were focused on them. Photographs of falcons, camels, and
women... his women, striding parallel to the sea, unconcerned with his camera, freed by
his dream of them, leaping straight across my bed.”95 It is interesting that Avedon
conceived Munkácsi’s naturalism as so dreamlike, particularly given the fact that his
tribute in the June 1945 issue of Harper’s Bazaar is “slightly peculiar,” as Carol Squiers
phrases it, imbued with a strong sense of surrealism.96 Most of the spread’s photographs
are shot at a low vantage point so that the open sky dominates the majority frame,
resembling a blank studio backdrop. The models frolic “in odd isolation against the
cloudless sky,” appearing as they were in fact collaged together from Avedon’s
unconscious childhood memories of Munkácsi.97
The photographer found a kindred spirit in Lilian Bassman, who shared a similar
magpie sensibility. A preview of their partnership debuted in the form of an
advertisement for the new teen magazine, published in the October 1945 issue of
Harper’s Bazaar (Figure 40).98 The layout features a photograph of a windblown young
woman crashing into black box containing the ad’s copy. The text conforms to the shape
of her falling body, as if the model is almost elbowing aside the old order represented by
“Big” Bazaar. The photograph is visibly cut from its original context, an intervention on
Bassman’s behalf that is most noticeable in the jagged sections around the model’s hair.
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The magazine’s very first cover, also shot by Avedon, features a similarly forwardlunging figure set within the fulcrum of two intersecting bars of color (see Figure 17).
Lighthearted, playful, and offbeat, this image represents the first of many magazine
covers in Avedon’s long career. The cover has several “Avedon” hallmarks, including the
use of motion and the appearance of spontaneity as indicated by the model’s candid
half-closed eyes and open mouth. The word “Junior” outsizes “Bazaar,” signaling the
magazine’s distinct objective and audience in relation to its parent publication. The
passive, decorative cover models of the past have given way to this new, carefree type of
woman, propelled forward with a sense of optimism characteristic at the dawn postwar
America.
Though the model’s tousled tresses suggest an outdoor location, the stylized
image was obviously orchestrated by the photographer with a wind machine in the
studio. Given the prevalence of electric fans on today’s fashion sets, it’s hard to imagine
that in the 1940s their use photographically was for the most part unprecedented. Wind
machines were common, however, in another sector of the fashion world: department
store windows. Trade magazines from the 1920s and 30s write of how electric fans could
help activate the otherwise stagnant space of the window display, thus attracting the
attention of those who pass by. “Make your windows talk!” one headline from May 1935
reads, underscoring the dynamism of a window aided by a concealed fan.99 A 1927
article in Women’s Wear Daily documents one such display staged in the department
store owned by Avedon’s father (Figure 41). The author thoughtfully describes the scene,
writing “Green and blue lights played on green silk and net draperies loosely hung from
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the ceiling to the floor, while a breeze from an invisible electric fan put them into gentle
motion, thus creating the illusion of deep, calm water.”100 In the accompanying
photograph a gilded placard with the Avedon name runs below the display, making the
connection between the photographer’s later experimentations with wind machines all
the more compelling.
However, what Avedon manages to accomplish in the graphic plane of the
magazine is quite different. In his cover for Junior Bazaar the fan is not used to produce
a believable outdoor setting, as the model is clearly severed from any sort of context.
Animated by the wind she exists as both a living, breathing girl and a two-dimensional
character floating in the fictive expanse of the blank page. From the 1920s onward the
standard narrative of fashion photography describes an ideological division between
photographers who work in the studio and those who took their models outdoors.
Avedon seems to be objecting to this binary between real and fabricated by positioning
this figure of the windblown teenager in such a constructed and graphic manner.
The model is also separated from the isolated, psychological space of the studio
backdrop, given that the cut marks around her hair are once again clearly visible. In fact,
many of Avedon’s early photographs for Junior Bazaar were seemingly shot with the
explicit intention of being cut out and rearranged on the page by the art department. A
majority of his surviving contacts from this era show no attempt to conceal the studio
setting (Figure 42).101 Standing lights and electric fans are often visible in the edges of
the frame, while the seamless paper used as both a backdrop and floor covering appears
ripped or soiled with footprints. Some of the models are boxed off from their
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surroundings by grease pen markings that indicate sections of the photograph suitable
for print. When comparing the contacts with the final layouts, it is apparent how
important the graphics are in enhancing a sense of action. In one such spread, published
in December 1945, Avedon’s models are inserted into a landscape of swirling abstract
shapes and streamers illustrated by Leslie Gill (Figure 43).102 The combination gives the
appearance of dynamic motion, when in fact the contacts reveal something much more
static and posed.
The creative integration of photo, graphics, and image was indicative of
Bassman’s larger goal of giving “the reader a way of interchanging things, making it
possible for young people to visualize and introduce them to the fact that they could mix
and match... I'd make dotted lines and say "cut here" to encourage the readers to cut out
outfits and play with them, like paper dolls.”103 Avedon appears to have shared a similar
perspective at the onset of his work at Junior Bazaar. One of his most memorable
spreads from the inaugural issue of the magazine pictures several iterations of the same
outfit in the format of a math equation (Figure 44).104 A testament to post-war
thriftiness, this inventive approach to design speaks to the possibilities of fashion and its
potential for customization.
Moreover, the spread, quite literally, demonstrates the addition of photography
into the graphic space of the magazine. This type of spatial play in some sense resembles
what Jennifer Greenhill observed of the work of Coles Phillips, the turn-of-the-century
illustrator known for his ‘fade-away’ images.105 Phillips, according to Greenhill “merged
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figure and ground, making the lines of the body disappear into flat planes of colour that
announced their coincidence with the material substrate of the paper itself.”106 Greenhill
proposes that this “optical oscillation between two and three dimensions,” in Philip’s
work calls attention to the construction of the magazine, encouraging “viewers to
envision the missing contours of his figures, and thus to participate in the imagery’s
completion as co-compositors.”107 Avedon and Bassman achieve a similar effect through
the negotiation of graphic and photographic expressions on a singular plane.
Photography’s capacity for embodiment, if anything, allows the reader to imagine
themselves in the fictive space of the magazine— making this seductive consumer
fantasy all of the more visceral.
The photographer was reportedly highly involved with the development of his
spreads in Junior Bazaar and collaborated with Bassman in creating a complete
concept for his work. “This is not how the Bazaar worked,” Bassman remarked
retrospectively, “the Bazaar didn’t incorporate photographers in the editorial meetings;
they were given assignments.”108 In some instances Avedon and Bassman’s creative
partnership dictated the very fashion publicized by the magazine. With fabric still in
short supply due to wartime rations, designers were willing to create unique outfits for
the magazine “knowing that they wouldn’t merchandise the pieces, but that it would be
fun and their names would be alive,” according to Bassman. She recalled a particularly
colorful instance where she and Avedon “decided that we were going to do all green
vegetables, so we had the designers make all green clothing, green lipstick, green hair,
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green everything. It was done for the sake of designing the pages, amusing the reader,
and keeping things young and fresh.”109
The final layout, published in April 1946, accomplishes this aim (Figure 45).110
Amidst a gargantuan illustration of a pea plant, perhaps pulled from a Farmer’s
Almanac or equivalent publication, Avedon’s models appear cut out, in various states of
activity. Each photograph is printed at a unique scale, contributing to the spread’s
dreamlike or surrealist mood. This emphasis on scale also seems to reference the Jolly
Green Giant, who in the 1940s was frequently pictured towering over a miniature female
consumer in printed advertisements (Figure 46). Avedon’s composition in some sense,
recenters this marginalized character and releases her from the branded landscape she
typically occupies.
The green pea spread represents just one of Avedon and Bassman’s experiments
with the symbolic and aesthetic qualities of color. The art director frequently enhanced
Avedon’s black and white images with bold color overlays. In one layout titled “We See
Red,” the models are accented with red-tinted hats, which substantially excite the
monochrome image (See Figure 31). The photographer would recycle this same
aesthetic in his commercial work; a 1947 advertisement for Bonwit Teller features
models dressed in luxurious velvet coats overlaid with the same red transparencies
featured in Junior Bazaar two years prior (Figure 47). Even in his photos produced in
Kodachrome, it’s as if Avedon is creating the illusion of this same layered effect executed
by Bassman graphically. One spread from April 1947 features a model in a yellow dress
against a white background (Figure 48).111 On the opposing page this composition is
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flipped, showing a girl in a white dress in front of a yellow background. Even though the
models are in relatively static positions, a blurred figure dances across the fold uniting
the images and providing a sense of movement to counter the spread’s rigid geometry.
Avedon seems to be replicating Bassman’s style within the frame of the image, using the
color contrast between background and foreground to simulate a cut-out effect.
When Avedon moved outdoors and shot models in plein air for the magazine, his
images remained highly designed in their composition and color. In one of his most
ambitious spreads for Junior Bazaar Avedon returned to the beach, this time with a
more developed graphic sensibility (Figure 49).112 Lacking the flatness of his earlier
oceanside images and studio cutouts, this new body of work appears three dimensional
in its layering of forms and diagonals. In one photograph, the models are viewed
through a hexagonal shape created by the outstretched arm of man in the foreground
and the slats of a wooden structure, perhaps a lifeguard chair. In another, triangular
canvas sails provide color blocking, and the rigging contributes a strong diagonal
element to the page that both Bassman and the photographer rely on in their more
constructed or collaged work. Even though this body of work is shot outdoors, curiously
there’s not a hair out of place on any of the models.
By the end of 1946 Avedon’s work appeared less frequently in Junior Bazaar, as
the photographer graduated to more prestigious assignments for the parent magazine.
In January 1947 he received his first cover shot for the latter, which pictures model
Natalie Nickerson in a confident, widespread stance against a studio backdrop (Figure
50). Philip Gefter writes that Avedon’s first cover for the magazine introduces “what will
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long become identified as the Avedon woman — slender, unselfconscious, a bit kooky,
and utterly self-assured," but perhaps we should also consider the ways it looks
backwards to his early work at Junior Bazaar.113 Although staged indoors, the scene can
very much be viewed as an extension of his shoot at the beach seven months earlier,
sharing the same compositional diagonals and color scheme as this previous body of
work. Avedon even reuses the same sporty cast of characters, including a shirtless man
in white swim trunks who lounges behind Nickerson with his back towards the camera.
Some have suggested that the man is the photographer himself — or at the very
least functions as a sort of doppelgänger for Avedon in the composition.114 Avedon’s
inclusion in his own cover seems to intentionally point out the artifice of the magazine.
Moreover, in recycling certain compositional elements from his past work, Avedon
suggests a certain awareness of how design contributes to — and sometimes supersedes
— the realism of a picture. This is perhaps his greatest takeaway from working alongside
Bassman at Junior Bazaar. Avedon’s naturalism was in fact highly designed, supported
by the magazine’s DIY attitude. The unique atmosphere of Junior Bazaar nurtured
Avedon’s playful approach to fashion photography and gave him the space for artistic
experimentation. To not acknowledge this chapter of his career is to miss an important
strand of Avedon’s aesthetic.
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CHAPTER THREE
DO AMERICAN GIRLS LIKE FREEDOM?

On April 14, 1947 Barbara Lawrence sent Simone de Beauvoir a tersely worded
telegram requesting that the French writer call in the next day or so to discuss
contributing an article for Junior Bazaar (Figure 51).115 Several months prior, Lawrence
had left her position at the New Yorker to become the features editor at the teen
magazine, which regularly included pieces by cultural luminaries from Margaret Mead
to Truman Capote. Although the primary focus of my thesis is visual, this last chapter
will discuss the important textual artifact that resulted from Lawrence’s quick note to de
Beauvoir — a scarcely recognized literary gem that has deeper ramifications regarding
the magazine’s aesthetics.
The telegram was addressed to Richard Wright’s apartment in Greenwich Village
— which acted as de Beauvoir’s American home base on her cross-country speaking tour
sponsored by the French Embassy that spanned the first five months of 1947.116
Traveling by car, train, and Greyhound bus, the writer kept a precisely dated journal
documenting her observations on the country’s cultural atmosphere, later reprinted in
book form as America Day by Day.117 Simultaneously, she published several essays in
mainstream periodicals including the New York Times Magazine, Vogue, and Town &
Country, promoting herself on a mass-scale to an English readership for the very first
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time.118 De Beauvoir became somewhat of a media darling during this time, eliciting a
range of opinions in the press. Writing for the New Yorker, Janet Flanner jokingly
remarked that she was “the prettiest Existentialist you ever saw,” while Vogue
introduced de Beauvoir as “a woman who thinks like a man,” her byline for an essay that
would eventually evolve into The Second Sex. 119
According to her published journal, de Beauvoir received word from Junior
Bazaar on an unusually busy day. On the morning of the 14th she attended the
obscenity trial of Calder Willingham, who was accused of promoting homosexuality in
his novel End as a Man. Afterwards she departed for the Bronx to visit the zoo and “drift
through the streets'' to view the “grand stage set of skyscrapers” from across the East
River.120 Taking the elevated train back to Manhattan, de Beauvoir gave a lecture at
Columbia University and ended the night at a Sidney Bechet concert in a jazz club in
Harlem.121 The diversity and rigor of her schedule on the 14th was typical of her travels.
The following morning, she was to depart on a similarly jam-packed tour of New
England, which included stops at Wellesley, Smith, and Harvard, in addition to historic
sites like Walden Pond and Concord.122
When exactly de Beauvoir found the time to call back Lawrence at Junior Bazaar
on her busy travels during the week of the 14th is unknown. Nevertheless, she agreed to
the editor’s proposal, drawing on her overlapping experience through the country’s
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academic, civic, and commercial spheres to write “. . . Do American Girls Like
Freedom?” for the magazine (Figure 52). Although ambivalently titled, the essay
represents one of de Beauvoir’s most lucid critiques of American consumerism through
the very particular lens of adolescence.123 Some one hundred years prior, Alexis de
Tocqueville embarked on a similar journey through the United States and arrived at the
paradoxical conclusion that “the strictly empirical character of America was its
uniqueness.”124De Beauvoir questions the ways modernity and mass culture have
changed de Tocqueville’s definition, pointing to the homogeneity of contemporary
fashion on college campuses as evidence of its failure:
‘Young American girl’ is so frequently understood in France to mean
‘independent young girl’ that I regarded these students with some astonishment.
I had anticipated the wonderful chic of the woman who dresses to suit her own
taste, who dares to be comfortable, to be in other words, herself. But these young
girls did not dress for themselves. They dressed for each other, for their mothers,
for their young men. And this made me suddenly suspicious of their seemingly
original and independent campus clothes. In the last analysis, were these not
simply uniforms? Were not the girls perhaps much less independent than I had
imagined? 125
De Beauvoir argues that this illusion of independence is spread across the nation on a
mass scale through popular culture, inadvertently promoting a type of conformity. In
her journals she sharply observes that, “Through its radio, its magazines, and its
manufactured products, America is utterly present in each of its parts — but these are
more or less strangers to one another.”126 De Beauvoir often comments on the visual
nature of this type of societal transmission. On her New England college tour, she comes
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across a bronze monument of a Revolutionary War hero and writes of the strange feeling
of déjà vu she experiences upon seeing an image she knew “by heart, having seen it on
dollar bills, posters, advertisements, and proclamations,” in three-dimensional form.127
In dialog with these observations on patriotism and commercial imagery, a
photograph by Paul Himmel runs alongside de Beauvoir’s article for Junior Bazaar,
featuring a bright-eyed young woman embedded in a flurry of American flags. At first
glance the answer to De Beauvoir’s question, “Do American Girls Like Freedom?” seems
plainly evident in the model’s toothy grin. However, in the context of the author’s
criticism, the girl's oddly isolated smile shifts towards something more uncertain.
Coincidentally, de Beauvoir wrote extensively about this type of superficial smile in
America Day by Day:
On advertisements for Quaker Oats, Coca-Cola, and Lucky Strike, what displays
of white teeth-the smile seems like tetanus. The constipated girl smiles a loving
smile at the lemon juice that relieves her intestines. In the subway, in the streets,
on magazine pages, these smiles pursue me like obsessions. I read on a sign in a
drugstore, "Not to grin is a sin." Everyone obeys the order, the system. "Cheer up!
Take it easy." Optimism is necessary for the country's social peace and economic
prosperity.128
De Beauvoir’s colorful musings on lemon flavored laxatives were not a literary
exaggeration, and in fact were inspired by a popular ad campaign by Sunkist that ran in
multiple publications throughout the 1940s, including Junior Bazaar (Figure 53). She
is, of course, on a more existential level referring to the apparent lack of self-awareness
in American visual culture — particularly as it applies to female subjectivity. In her essay
for Junior Bazaar, the author laments that “the freedom of the young American girl — I
am afraid — is abstract because it has no content. It is regarded as its own justification
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and its own good and has become almost empty.”129 Rather fittingly, Himmel’s
illustration subverts the trope of the meaningless smile in its self-reflection and creative
liberty. The disembodied photograph gives the impression that the young woman is in
some sense imprisoned behind the bars of the American flag, which prevents the female
subject from reaching a “passionate affirmation of herself,” as de Beauvoir terms it.130
In some respects, the image’s ambivalent patriotism is characteristic of the
photographer’s previous collaborations with Junior Bazaar’s art director, Lillian
Bassman, who also happened to be his wife. Together the couple designed the June 1945
cover of Harper’s Bazaar just six months prior to the teen magazine’s official launch
under the alias “Bassman-Paul” (Figure 54). Instead of featuring the magazine’s usual
consumer fare, the eye-catching composition advertised the sale of war bonds to
potential shoppers. The cover is dominated by a bright blue rectangle placed at an
unusually oblique angle on the page, which contains a letter addressed to the American
shopper signed by the nation’s top military officials. The letter’s text appears to recede
back into space, as if it were being read from above on a flat surface. However, a
photograph printed behind the box contradicts this vantage point in its straight-on
depiction of a blurred procession of American troops.
In what appears to be a highly organized promotional stunt to homogenize
American newsstands and increase the impact of the government’s messaging, the same
letter was printed on the covers of dozens of periodicals during the month of June,
(Figure 55).131 Unlike other magazines, Harper’s Bazaar did not approach the subject of
war bonds in a literal manner, like the image printed on the cover of Collier’s featuring a
129
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smiling blonde housewife breaking open a piggy bank. Nor did the designers simply
overlay the contents of the letter on top of a typical fashion image, as is the case in
Mademoiselle. And unlike Seventeen, which includes a laurel bearing the American flag,
the Bassman-Paul design is minimal in its overt patriotism, beyond the colors of the
blue box and red masthead. Even the national identity of the soldiers is ultimately
indeterminate, as they are only visible from the waist down. Instead, the troops’ looming
shadows occupy much of the frame. One can just barely make out the distorted
silhouette of their guns cast on the concrete.
The couple appears to have been more concerned with creating a striking and
somewhat mysterious image than with the task at hand: to sell war bonds in support of
the U.S. government. It is critical to note that this sentiment represents the lessons that
their shared mentor, Alexey Brodovitch, put into action. His famous mantra, “Astonish
Me!” became the rallying call of a generation of American photographers and designers
who sought to endow commercial images with the allure of “high” culture, constructed
through an amalgam of European-inspired aesthetic principles. In the Brodovitch
system the graphic artist was tasked with finding the poetic connection between text and
image, a relationship which was not necessarily literal or factual.
Shadowy figures appear again in the opening pages of Junior Bazaar’s first issue,
illustrating an article titled “We Want the Best” (Figure 56). The photograph, shot from
above by André Kertész, shows a group of girls confidently marching forward. Their long
shadows reach across the fold and onto the adjacent page over a printed manifesto:
Never before, as Americans, have we had to think so fast, so straight; never
before as human beings have, we had to be so responsible. Never before has a
new generation faced so uncharted a path. The old yardsticks cannot measure the
new cloth. We must meet the new with an almost ruthless, pioneer spirit. We
want the best!... In this, our first issue, we've tried to give you — you whose lives
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lie like wonderful shadows on this year and the years to come — the things that
you want: young fashion that is right for the way you live and the world you live
in, fashion that has the young American look. Fashion that is you. 132
As in the Bassman-Paul cover there is something unresolved in the connection between
text and image. Kertész’s photograph doesn't quite illustrate the optimism of the short
article and presents something a bit more ominous. Although the layout precedes John
Hersey’s infamous reporting from Hiroshima for the New Yorker, it in some sense
recalls his account of finding the ghostly silhouettes of the bomb’s victims etched onto
the architectural ruins of the city; while no photos were included in Hersey’s account,
Matsumoto Eiichi, a photographer for the Japanese newspaper Asahi Shimbun,
documented one such occurrence, depicting the outline of a soldier and a ladder burned
onto a wooden structure (Figure 57). Junior Bazaar’s opening image could not be more
different than the photograph used to announce Seventeen’s arrival, published a year
prior, which pictures three girls celebrating the “birth” of the magazine around a cake
(Figure 58).133 In regards to her competitor, Bassman remarked that Seventeen was
“not as much a fashion design magazine as it was an idea magazine,” and that it dealt
with teenage problems in a much more realistic and relatable manner.134 In the pages of
Junior Bazaar photography was not used in such a matter-of-fact way, but rather in
service of a larger artistic purpose.
The young girls featured in Kertész’s image are not even American; the snapshot
was taken some ten years prior while the Hungarian photographer was living in Paris. At
the time of the issue’s publication, Brodovitch was working with Kertész on his first
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American publication, Day of Paris (Figure 59), and most likely facilitated some sort of
exchange with Junior Bazaar.135 A similar substitution occurred in the magazine’s
subsequent issue when a photograph by Helen Levitt was used to illustrate an article on
childhood hunger in postwar Europe (Figure 60).136 The emaciated and acutely intense
girl featured by the magazine is in reality a resident of Spanish Harlem, not a direct
victim of the war’s carnage. The black edges of the frame are extended by an
impassioned stroke of black ink, which contributes a sense of urgency to Levitt’s
composition.
Not everyone at Junior Bazaar appreciated the magazine’s extremely liberal
approach to photojournalism. Robert Frank became frustrated by the fact that Bassman
seemed to favor his abstract images over the more socially conscious documentary work
that he wished to publish. On a Junior Bazaar-sponsored trip to St. Louis, Frank
documented the lives of several young black men by the banks of the Mississippi River
(Figure 61). The boys’ contemplative and longing gaze foreshadows the type of imagery
of Frank’s most incisive work, The Americans, published nearly a decade later.137
However Bassman ultimately rejected these photographs —most likely to avoid political
retribution for picturing black men in the pages of a fashion magazine conceived for
white women— and chose instead to feature a dreamy photograph of a civic fountain
and its reflection (Figure 62).138
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Frank also appears to have taken issue with the ways fashion images could be
used to construct the performance of gender. For example, in the magazine’s New Yorkthemed issue, the photographer published a photo essay on the life of a typical young
woman after moving to the city, juxtaposing images of an imagined version of her life
alongside a less glamorous actuality (Figure 63).139 Frank reinforces this slippage
between expectation and reality by switching between two different styles; the imagined
sequences have the polished drama of a film still, while the teenager’s reality is pictured
in a documentary or snapshot aesthetic. The photos are accompanied by faux-dramatic
captions, such as “When a girl leaves home for a job in New York City, she automatically
acquires, unknown to herself, a multiple personality.”140
In America Day by Day, de Beauvoir recounts a similar metamorphosis
witnessed on a train ride from Vassar to New York, where she encounters a group of
finely dressed students who just the day before were wearing oversized button-down
shirts and blue jeans:
They are scarcely recognizable: just like their mothers and older sisters, they wear
hats with feathers, flowers, violets; heavy furs; and high-heeled shoes. They are
much less charming than yesterday. I see clearly that the originality of their
campus garb is only another kind of conformity. Jeans or mink — two uniforms. I
think that American women never dress for comfort, for themselves. Their
clothing is first and foremost a declaration of a certain standard of living. That's
why there's no place for any personal flair that cannot be valued in dollars.141
Both de Beauvoir and Frank held rather puritanical views on the cultural practice of
‘dressing up.’ Reflecting on his time at Hearst, Frank lamented that “there was no spirit
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there,” and the "only thing that mattered was to make more money.”142 On the other
hand, Bassman postulated that Frank never "really understood us," and the magazine’s
playful, tongue-in-cheek vision of fashion.143 Junior Bazaar was not, as some of its
competitors were, aggressively selling some capitalist construction of the American
teenager. However, the extent to which Frank’s spread attempts to expose what goes
into creating the image of the ideal young woman is quite remarkable. Frank’s spread is
just one of many features published by Junior Bazaar that show a meta-awareness of
the pressures of capitalism on the teenage girl.
While Junior Bazaar featured many of the same products and advertisements as
other women’s periodicals, it rebelled against the type of uniformity present elsewhere
in the visual landscape and employed a fluid graphic idiom to express the
transformative power of clothing. Bassman noted that her competitors “thought in
terms of fashion, we thought in terms of producing pages for young people that would
excite them and move them.”144 Her language evokes de Beauvoir’s stirring call for the
raising of the teenage consciousness, and perhaps has roots in the designer’s
involvement with left-wing politics alongside her husband and longtime creative
partner, Paul Himmel (see chapter 1 for further discussion).
Bassman’s real innovation came in showing readers how they could shape their
own identities (to a limited extent), with the tools that were already available in the
culture. Both the possibilities and limits of Bassman’s work within the structure of
Junior Bazaar are on display in a spread where readers are directed to modify the looks
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of the models by folding down the corners of the pages (Figure 64).145 The layout
employs Bassman’s signature diagonal bisection of the page in order to turn over control
to the readers who can follow the arrows to lay out their own fashion magazine. To
return to de Beauvoir’s question, “Do American Girls Like Freedom?” Bassman seemed
keen on providing her readers with a sense of agency. Changing a model’s hat is not
exactly the type of freedom that de Beauvoir imagined. But the “girl in action” who
creatively consumes Junior Bazaar, has more power in the formation of her identity
than the passive reader flipping through a more conventionally designed women’s
magazine.
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CONCLUSION

In writing this thesis, my goal has been to go beyond a matter-of-fact account of
Junior Bazaar and spotlight specific instances in the magazine’s short history that best
illustrate the conditions that facilitated its superlative art direction. My focus on
Bassman, in particular, was with the goal of fleshing out the contours of her practice,
which remains unexplored in the critical literature on midcentury graphic design. And
although Avedon’s work is widely debated, I hope my discussion of his time at Junior
Bazaar opens up new avenues for discourse on the negotiation of three- and twodimensional space in his photographs. The turn to textual analysis in the last section of
my thesis was done in efforts to link the literary and visual elements of the magazine
under a unified theoretical framework.
My framework, of course, is built around the hypothesis that Junior Bazaar
offered teenage readers an alternate form of consumer engagement through its unique
synthesis of photography, text, and graphic form. The teen magazine embraced the
contradictions of socially constructed femininity in a tongue-in-cheek manner by
frequently referencing of its own construction. Lacking the didactic or instructive
messaging found in other women’s magazines of the period, Junior Bazaar’s art
direction proposed a more personal and idiosyncratic approach to fashion. The
commercial failure of Junior Bazaar is perhaps due to the fact that the magazine
strayed too far from the norm in its visual and literary sophistication. I say this not to
discredit the magazine’s readers, but to suggest the immense pressure to conform to the
expectation of advertisers in the regenerative postwar economy.
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I hope my analysis of Junior Bazaar has demonstrated the ways in which the
fashion magazine can be viewed as an artistic medium in its own right, and as a format
with complicated social, economic, and political implications worth unpacking. In
addition, I hope it suggests how Junior Bazaar served as both a talent incubator and a
steppingstone for some of America’s most important photographers. The magazine
provides a compact archive of substantive material for the revaluation of the careers of
not only Bassman and Avedon, but Robert Frank, Louis Faurer, Leslie Gill, Genevieve
Naylor, and many more. Mine is just one of many retrospective readings that might be
gleaned from the magazine’s incredibly rich content. The study of Junior Bazaar would
be immensely benefited by the magazine’s digitization and wider dissemination within
the cultural studies community. The ephemeral nature of periodicals provides all the
more justification for their increased preservation.
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